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FINRA

How FINRA should adapt its rules to
the work-from-home reality
By Sarah Wynn February 17, 2021, 9:38 a.m. EST 4 Min Read

Potential changes to Financial Industry Regulatory Authority rules would likely reflect on the

municipal space as the regulator contemplates lessons learned during the pandemic and

dealers seek greater work-from-home flexibility.

In comment letters filed Tuesday, dealer groups said FINRA should work with the Securities

and Exchange Commission and Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board to make potential rule

changes more cohesive. Though FINRA doesn’t write rules for municipal securities, changes to

its rules would likely reflect on MSRB rules.

“A lot of the points we make in the context of remote work, work at home and other lessons

learned from the pandemic apply equally to the municipal bond business as they do to

corporate bonds,” said Michael Decker, senior vice president of policy and research at Bond

Dealers of America.

Remote work has been successful so far for firms, said Michael Decker, senior vice president of policy and research

at Bond Dealers of America.

Remote work has been so successful, BDA wrote in its letter to FINRA, that some firms are

considering implementing work-from-home on a permanent basis. Some of BDA's member

firms reported that as office leases come up for renewal, they have considered shrinking the

size of offices or eliminating them.

“It is our understanding that other regulators like the Securities and Exchange Commission and

the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board are also examining their regulations that apply to

remote work and other issues brought about by the pandemic,” BDA wrote. “It is important

that FINRA and the other agencies collaborate closely and conduct parallel rulemaking as

appropriate.”

The regulatory process could take some time. Changes to MSRB rules could be a part of the

MSRB's ongoing retrospective rule review, Decker said. Earlier this month, the MSRB decided

to retire decades-old guidance as part of that review.

Issues tend to arise when MSRB and FINRA rules don’t match, Decker said, leading to dealers

incorrectly applying rules.

BDA asked for changes to FINRA’s Rule 3110 on supervision, which is similar to the MSRB Rule

G-27 on supervision. BDA wants FINRA to amend its rule so that employees conducting

trading, sales or banking activity from home are not mandated to have annual inspections of

employees’ homes.

Branch offices are inspected every three years and offices of supervisory jurisdiction (OSJ) —

where order execution, endorsing customer orders, among others takes place — annually.

“From the rule, it appears that a trader working at home with authority to make trade

execution decisions is an OSJ,” BDA said. “However, we do not believe it is FINRA’s intention to

require inspections of employees’ homes even if they are working from home.”

BDA's letter also asked FINRA to consider a risk-based approach when deciding whether in-

person examinations are necessary.

The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association said an almost fully remote work

environment has brought a “quantum leap” towards adopting fully remote capabilities, work

habits, procedures and controls.

SIFMA wants FINRA to revise its definitions of OSJ and branch offices in its Rule 3110. The

pandemic has demonstrated that almost all tasks can be done by employees working remotely

without on-site supervision, so those terms should be updated, SIFMA said. Using its current

rule, firms would have to register a number of one-person branches at remote locations and

private homes, SIFMA added, and in the meantime FINRA should issue additional guidance.

The MSRB would likely amend its Rule G-27 if FINRA made such changes, said Leslie Norwood,

SIFMA's managing director, associate general counsel, and head of municipals.

SIFMA also wants changes to FINRA rules so that a location would not be registered as an OSJ

or a branch office if there is no customer-facing activity or handling of customers’ funds or

securities, so long as there is a reasonably-designed system of supervision in place.

If a location can’t meet certain requirements such as having few customer complaints or

complying with federal securities laws and FINRA rules on books and record keeping, and also

meets the definition of a branch office or OSJ, then that location should be registered, SIFMA

said. FINRA should also allow dealers to work from home without being subjected to on-site

examinations as long as they have adequate supervision, SIFMA said.

“The COVID-19 pandemic has proven that it is possible to shift operations to decentralized,

remote locations on short notice,” SIFMA said.

“However, we recognize the broad range of broker-dealers which FINRA supervises, some of

which may neither have the capabilities to conduct activities in a fully electronic manner, nor

the financial resources to upgrade to such a paradigm.”

Therefore the “new paradigm should be presented as a complementary framework,” SIFMA

added.

FINRA allows its member firms to do remote inspections through 2021, and FINRA should

allow firms to continue that indefinitely, SIFMA said. FINRA should also take a risk-based

approach when it comes to supervision. FINRA Rule 3110 is largely based on where certain

activities are conducted, said Kevin Zambrowicz, SIFMA managing director & associate general

counsel.

“If certain activities, such as supervising another office, occur at a location then a range of

regulatory requirements are triggered,” Zambrowicz said. “SIFMA believes that changes in

technology and firm-client interactions should result in changes to FINRA Rule 3110 so that

firms focus more on the level of risk than where an activity is conducted.”
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INFRASTRUCTURE

The economy needs an infrastructure bill

The consequences of not passing infrastructure legislation in the next few

months may be dire.

By Sarah Wynn

February 17

PUERTO RICO

Puerto Rico economic activity index up as
employment falls still

Puerto Rico private sector employment had an even more serious contraction in

2020 on the island than it did in the United States as a whole.

By Robert Slavin

February 17

INFRASTRUCTURE

Gateway tunnel gets back on track with feds

The Federal Transit Administration rescinded a Trump administration policy that

refused to count as a local cost-share the payments by New York and New Jersey

on a proposed federal loan.

By Brian Tumulty

February 17

PUBLIC PENSIONS

North Carolina cuts investment assumptions of
pension system

"We need to make realistic assumptions regarding our ability to achieve expected

returns in the future," said North Carolina State Treasurer Dale Folwell.

By Chip Barnett

February 17

LAWSUITS

Illinois Supreme Court sets oral arguments in
challenge to state GOs

Illinois will square off with lawyers representing John Tillman next month in his

2019 case seeking to void bonds issued to fund pensions and pay down bills.

By Yvette Shields

February 17

CAREER MOVES

Koster hired to grow D.A. Davidson's southwest
public finance practice

Koster, who came over from Piper Sandler, worked as lead or sole manager on $6

billion in public finance deals.

By Keeley Webster

February 16

The Quest for Better Pricing: Human + Machine

While new technologies such as machine learning have the ability to exceed human

capacity and capabilities in many ways, systems and processes that take...
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NEW JERSEY

Murphy accelerates New
Jersey climate initiatives

The governor has formed an Office of Climate

Action and the Green Economy, while committing

$100 million for clean-energy initiatives that

include vehicle electrification.

By Paul Burton

31m ago

STATE BUDGETS

Illinois budget targets
corporate breaks, spending
freeze and one-shots to plug
hole

Gov. J.B. Pritzker's says potential federal funding

relief would go first to pay down short-term

debts likes its Federal Reserve borrowing and the

state's bill backlog.

By Yvette Shields

February 17

SECONDARY BOND MARKET

Muni yields finally rise, but
record inflows linger

The municipal secondary gave way to higher-

yields and triple-A benchmarks rose two to five

basis points. U.S. Treasuries pared back Tuesday's

losses, even on the heels of better economic data.

By Lynne Funk

February 17
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